4B Flight Update for the Week of November 12, 2018
This month’s Catholic Virtue is Gratitude. This month’s Gospel Value is Respect for Life.

Announcements:
Remember our Veterans in your
prayers of gratitude this
Thanksgiving.
Please help us bring Thanksgiving to
those in need. We are collecting
non-perishable food items.

Dear 4B Families,
The chill of winter is starting to sneak into our November calendar, but there are still traces of the colorful landscape that
ushered in fall; and our thoughts begin to head towards the holidays. As Thanksgiving draws near, we are counting the
many blessings we have in fourth grade! We especially pray for our families for their support and taking care of us.
It was a quick week, but we had many special events during the week. We had a wonderful presentation on Thursday
afternoon from Mrs. Karissa Peters who joined us from Newtown Savings Bank to work with the children with a program
called Money Smarts. The children learned money management and were able to apply their math skills; as well as
practice decision making. We will use money activities in challenge centers so that we can practice our computation skills,
work on our understanding of decimals, money value; but, also understand decision making and how it impacts our
“bottom line”. This will be further expanded while we explore being an entrepreneur as an extension of our novel and
upcoming Invention Convention activities.
On Friday we were able to show our gratitude to our veterans as we honored them at an assembly. It is a wonderful
opportunity for our students to see and hear from those who have served our country. We are reminded that the many,
many freedoms and opportunities we enjoy in our daily life came by the hands of those who fought for and serve our
country and we are forever grateful to them! Our prayers and gratitude go out to all our family members who are serving,
have served, or gave their life in service to our country and to win those many freedoms.
If you think this week went fast with a day off; get ready because the next two weeks will be short and sweet in many
ways. With the early dismissals and then the Thanksgiving holiday break; there will be less time together; however, we
plan to move ahead and meet our goals for those weeks. Please remember next week will be conferences. If you haven’t
signed up for a conference, please visit the Sign Up Genius Link in the school newsletter.
I want to thank all of you for making time in your schedule for conferences. It will be a new experience for you and your
child to have your 4B crew member present. I hope the main takeaway from your conference is that our crew is certainly
growing in many ways, and as they do, the classroom environment grows with them. I am so looking forward to the
upcoming quarters as I see so much potential in our crew members and am excited to help them draw all those possibilities
out and achieve as much as they can during this year!
We are leading the Thanksgiving liturgy as readers, servers, gift bearers ….we celebrate on Tuesday, November 20. We
invite you to join us for this community celebration, in the spirit of the Pilgrims and Native Americans, giving thanks to
God for providing through all circumstances!
Have a wonderful week ahead, stay warm, and stay safe as the winter and holiday preparations continue to get underway!
Mrs. B

Destination: ELA
The Toothpaste Millionaire continues to provide opportunities to apply comprehension skills, and also writing activities,
connections to our science and Invention Convention; and this week we had a connection to math! On Thursday, one of
our parents, Mrs. Peters, who also works at Newtown Savings Bank, visited our 3rd and 4th graders to deliver Money
Smarts. This is a program to teach life skills in managing money. The children were thrilled when they heard works like
income, profit, and expenses; all words we had explored in our novel. In fact, earlier that day we had worked on using
our division, multiplication, and subtraction skills as we calculated income, costs, and profit.
We worked with other genres and passages to further develop our summarization and inferencing skills. While we had an
assessment on these skills; we will be expanding our application of these in the upcoming week.
In spelling we are going to expand our lists; we will have between 25-30 words; having a quiz the first Friday (on 20 of
the words) and then having a test the following Friday (this will be on 25 of the words). In between there will be a quiz
on rules, patterns, and other spelling lessons that go with the list. This past week and next, we are focusing on
contractions. The children will need to build the contractions correctly, apply this to other contraction pairs, and identify
the two words that came together to create the contraction.
Destination: MATH
We will continue practice with multiplication with double digit as we head towards division. This will be single digit
divisor with multi-digit dividends; children will be responsible for vocabulary as well.
Destination: RELIGION
This week we will be learning more about our conscience as our guide, and look deeper into penance and reconciliation.
As we near Advent, we will be preparing for our Advent Reconciliation. This will also take us to focusing on the
Liturgical Year and Calendar. Advent is always a rich time of year to learn more and deepen our faith. The children and I
will take a very special journey from Advent to Christmas. We look forward to sharing this with you!
Destination: SCIENCE
While we continue our study of electricity and circuits; we are also getting ready to work with the brainstorming phase of
the Engineering Process. We began by enjoying the stories, What Do You Do With An Idea?; and What Do You Do With
A Problem?. This will lead us into our problem identification and brainstorming. Our plan is to come up with three ideas,
one for everyday problem solving, one for the environment, and one that is focused on medical, children, elderly, or
handicapped. One of the key parts of deciding upon our final invention is to check current patents. I will be providing a
link where this can be done to make sure that we are clear to invent and present your child’s idea. We have been blessed
and thrilled to send two fourth graders to the National Invention Convention the past two years; so we look to make it
three in a row. Our current crew is very creative so I look forward to see where we will go this year with our ideas!
Destination: SOCIAL STUDIES (Mrs. Damalas)
We will be having a test on Tuesday, November 13th. We have completed our study guide and will be going over it and
reviewing for our upcoming test. We will be continuing in our Social Studies book with the next chapter.
Destination: GRAMMAR/WRITING (Mrs. Damalas)
We have started discussing descriptive writing. We are brainstorming and using our organizers to organize our thoughts
for our writing. Our topic is Autumn. In our Sadlier Grammar books we are working on types of sentences, subjects and
predicates, and complete sentences. We are also working on complex and compound sentences.
Flight 4B Test Jumps:

Wednesday….Building Contractions Quiz
Thursday….Religion Test; Science Quiz
Friday….Spelling Test; Math Quiz

